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The Pacsafe&trade; Metrosafe LS150 25L Sling Backpack will get you and your belongings from point A to point B, and everywhere
in between safely! Made of durable 210D nylon FD hitra. Adjustable padded shoulder straps with padded carry handle. Zippered main
and front compartments with organisation for cards, phone and passport. Quilted back panel. Two zippered front pockets. Padded
electronics slevesleeve. Two side stretch pockets. YKK zippers with zipper pullers that can be attached to discreet security hooks or
placed under &amp; through a secure tab to prevent pickpockets reaching into your bag. Award-winning RFIDsafe&trade; blocking
material prevents your data from falling into the wrong hands by blocking out virtually all transmissions between 10 MHz - 3 GHz,
which covers the radio frequency used in e-passports, credit cards, and key cards. Bottom front zippered compartment with slip and
organization pockets. Flexible, lightweight, stainless steel wire is integrated into the adjustable Carrysafe&reg; straps making it
invisible to the eye, yet very effective at preventing bag slashers from slicing through and running off with your gear. Easy and intuitive
to use, the Lockabout&trade; security clip offers 3 levels of security to prevent pickpockets from sneaking their way into your bag and
running off with your valuables. Zip pullers clip &amp; slip easily onto the secure hook, while the barrel slides and locks everything
into place. Imported. Measurements: Bottom Width: 8 in Middle Width: 8 in Top Width: 8 in Depth: 3 in Height: 13 in Strap Length:
50 in Strap Drop: 26 in Weight: 1 lb This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s
website or contact us at for full manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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